Center of the
Plate Cuts

All items are available in USDA Prime, Angus, Choice

Our Portioned Control Shop
is your “Butcher Shop”
At D’Ambrisi Wholesale Foods we are a family owned, USDA inspected, and
HACCP certified facility. Each cut is hand-picked and cut by our trained
experienced butchers. D’Ambrisi uses only the finest products from name
brand packers bringing your restaurant the highest quality steaks you can
depend on. With our temperature controlled dry age room to your standard
cuts D’Ambrisi helps make your menu ideas endless.
▪ High Quality Packaging Adds Extended Shelf Life
▪ Less Product Spoilage
▪ Know Your Plate Cost
▪ Better Trimmed Products Ensure Higher Consistency
And Satisfied Customers
▪ Custom Portion Cuts That Fit Specific Menu Needs
▪ Simplify Your Inventory Down To The Cut
▪ 100% Yield
▪ No Labor

sales@dambrisifoods.com | 235 West Ave NJ 07740 | www.dambrisifoods.com

BEEF
QUALITY
GRADES

PRIME BEEF
▪ Produced in smaller quantities.
▪ The most marbling.
▪ Often sold in hotels and restaurants.
▪ Roasts & Steaks are excellent for
roasting, grilling, or broiling.

CHOICE BEEF
▪ High quality & produced in
highest quantity.
▪ Less marbling than Prime.
▪ Roasts & steaks are very tender,
juicy and have a lot of flavor.
▪ Best for roasting, grilling, or
broiling.
▪ Cuts that are less tender are
perfect for slow-cooking.

NO ROLL
Standard and Commercial
grades of beef are
frequently sold as
ungraded “No Roll” beef.
Because No roll does not
carry a grade designation,
there is a risk it will not
be as tender, flavorful and
juicy as products graded
Prime, Choice or Select.

SELECT BEEF
▪ Leaner than Prime & Choice.
▪ The least marbling.
▪ Can lack tenderness, flavor, and
juiciness.
▪ Best works with slow-cooking,
marination prior to grilling & broiling.

FACTORS IN
DETERMINING A
QUALITY GRADE:

Distribution of marbling
within Lean Muscle at
12th/13th Rib

WHAT IS
MARBLING?

Marbling, also known as intramuscular fat, is the fat intermingled
with the beef muscle. Marbling is the primary factor in determining
the quality grade of a beef carcass. It helps ensure and is a strong
visual predictor of beef tenderness, flavor and juiciness and
improves the overall palatability of beef.

Age/Maturity
of Carcass

Color, Texture &
Firmness of Lean
Muscle

THE MAJOR

1. T-Bone

STEAKS
(An Overview)
1. T-Bone:

T-Shaped bone with a bold,
beefy New York strip on one
side and a mild, tender filet
mignon on the other.

9. Ribeye

2. Porterhouse:
Similar to the T-Bone but with
a full-size filet.
3. Sirloin Steak:
A.K.A. “New York Strip” is a
naturally lean, thick cut, with
bold, beefy flavor.
4. Filet Mignon:
Cut from the tenderloin. A
highly prized cut of beef.

8. Tomahawk

5. Rump Steak:
Tasty & lean steak from the
lower back area of the cow.
Relatively tender cut.
6. Skirt Steak:
Rich, bold flavor. Less tender
than other steaks.
7. Flat Iron:
Second most tender steak.
Big, bold, beefy flavor with an
amazing marbling and texture.
8. Tomahawk:
Caveman style! Another luxury
steak that is a well marbled,
rich, buttery, big and thick ribeye
with a long bone.
9. Ribeye:

Rich, buttery flavor and tender
texture with mouthwatering
juiciness and flavor.

7. Flat Iron
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3. Sirloin Steak

4. Filet Mignon
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5. Rump Steak

T-Bone

The T-Bone is known for its T-shaped bone which holds
a bold, beefy New York strip on one side and a mild,
tender filet mignon on the other side. It is cut from
the short loin which is where the most tender and
most popular steaks come from. The two steaks are
separated by the bone which insulates the meat
while cooking and allows the steak to retain moisture
and juiciness.
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SHORT
LOIN

T-Bone 05

Porterhouse
Like the T-Bone, the porterhouse steak comes from
the short-loin. The difference is it has a full-size
filet portion. More than what a regular T-bone would
normally have.
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SHORT
LOIN

Porterhouse 07

Sirloin/
Striploins
The New york strip has intense flavor, with bold beefy
notes. One of the reasons people love it is for its great
bite and solid chew. The rich marbling inherent in this
steak creates the robust flavor and delicious eating
experience. These steaks are cut from either the top or
bottom sirloin.
▪ Offered Bone In or Boneless
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Sirloin

Sirloin / Striploins 09

Filet Mignon
The filet mignon is an elegant steak with fork-tender
texture and mild flavor. This steak comes from the
tenderloin and represents 2-3% of the total animal,
making it a rare and expensive piece of meat. Filet
mignon also contains less marbling and is very tender.

▪ Offered Bone In or Boneless
▪ Center Cuts or 1st Cuts
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TENDERLOIN

Filet Mignon 11

Skirt Steak
Bold, versatile, and easy-to-prepare with a robust, beefy
flavor. Rich bold taste is perfect for fajitas,
tacos, steak salad, etc. This thin steak comes from
the short plate located below the ribs. There are two
types of skirt cuts: outside (attached to exterior of
chest wall) and inside (further in the animal across
the lower ribs). The outside skirt has great flavor,
thickness, and uniformity.
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PLATE

Skirt Steak 13

Flat-Iron
The second most tender steak. with a big, bold, beefy,
and juicy flavor. The flat-iron steak is carved from the
top muscle blade of the chuck that is extremely tender
and well marbled. This part of the animal gets a lot of
exercise which makes this steak less tender than any of
the other steaks.
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CHUCK

Flat-Iron 15

Tomahawk
The Tomahawk steak is well marbled, rich buttery, big,
and thick with a long bone that you can hold. This steak
is carved from the rib. This cut includes the longissimus
dorsi (eye of ribeye), spinals, and the complexus.
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RIB

Tomahawk 17

Ribeyes
Known for its rich, buttery flavor and tender texture.
The Ribeye is carved from the rib which has more
fat creating a beautiful marbling. As it cooks, it creates
a juicy, tender steak. This is the favorite for most
steak lovers.
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RIB

Ribeyes 19

Berkshire Premium

FRENCHED
PORK CHOP

Proven culinary techniques known as brining and
larding. This preparation gives the pork a rich indulgent
flavor by improving the marbling, making it 30% more
tender than conventional pork. Our pork cooks up,
serves up and stands up to the best cuts of beef.
Most importantly, your guests will be delighted by the
superior eating experience and want to come back
for more.
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MARBLED FOR
GREATNESS
No artificial ingredients. Minimally processed.

Frenched Pork Chop 21

Portioned Antibiotic
& Hormone Free

BONELESS
BREAST
▪ Available in 4, 6, or 8oz portions
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Boneless Breast 23

Our House Blend

GROUND

BEEF

Our Steakhouse Blend is available in ground
beef and burgers, consisting of a proprietary
blend of primal cuts. These quality cuts paired
with our bowl-chopping method create our
signature “steak-like bite” with a taste and
texture unmatched in the industry. Pair this
with the perfect fat-to-lean ratio and you’ll
have an unbeatable burger your customers will
want to come back for more.

THE DIFFERENCE IS IN
OUR PROCESS
Dambrisi Wholesale Foods LLC provides
highquality hamburgers & ground beef
with an unparalleled commitment to flavor,
consistency, and overall excellence.

QUALITY SOURCING
We source our beef from a variety of locations
ensuring that you always receive the freshest
products available. All of the products we
produce are USDA choice, which ensures the
highest quality meat gets to your table. Some
of our partners include, Iowa Premium for our
Angus beef and Joyce Farms for our Grass-fed
beef. These premium meats processed with
our oldfashioned bowl chopping method keep
us on the cutting edge.

CERTIFICATIONS:
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OUR HOUSE BLEND CHOP MEAT IS
FRESHLY GROUND IN HOUSE

BOWL - CHOPPING
What separates us from our competitors is
our dedication to the ground beef process.
The average grinding process results in
“overworked”, mushy, and inconsistent burgers.
We take the time to process our beef in small
batches to ensure the best quality burgers
every time.
Our signature, old-fashioned, low-pressure
chopping method allows for the beef to
maintain its structure and integrity— resulting
in a burger that has an even fat to lean
distribution. This consistency gives all of our
burgers a “steak” bite, texture, and tenderness
that is unmatched in the industry!
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